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\textbf{ABSTRACT}
Co-design is intrinsically linked to the notion of empowerment, however little research has focussed specifically on understanding the types, obstacles and sources of empowerment in co-design. This paper combines theoretical investigations with observations derived from co-designed research by academic and non-academic partners to explore these issues, in particular, the role of shared material objects and processes in supporting empowerment during co-design. The paper uses the notions of ‘power over,’ ‘power to’, ‘power with’ and ‘power within’ to tease out different aspects of empowerment, and draws on empirical observations to determine different obstacles and sources associated with each. The study therefore makes a theoretical contribution to the understanding of co-design as an empowerment process and should be useful for design researchers undertaking co-design projects with non-experts.

\textbf{1. Introduction}

The term empowerment has been widely used in co-design contexts as diverse as community architecture (e.g. Sanoff 2010), community planning (e.g. Friedmann 1992), social innovation (e.g. Manzini 2015) and the Scandinavian tradition of participatory design (e.g. Bødker 1996). Generally, empowerment has been used to express a view of co-design as a process that helps people to take control of their lives, develop critical awareness and knowledge about their situation, as well as develop long lasting skills and capacities to participate and shape their own environment beyond the confines of a particular project (Zamenopoulos and Alexiou 2018).

Toker (2007) found that the notion of empowerment is used as a key concept to define the aims of participation in community design. Ertner, Kragelund, and Malmborg (2010) explored different ways in which empowerment is ‘enunciated’ in participatory design literature concluding that the precise meaning of empowerment is often implicit in this literature. Moreover, the discussion on empowerment is very
rarely positioned and articulated in relation to the established literature on empowerment (e.g. Sadan 1997; Kinnula et al. 2017). This paper aims to respond to this gap, but from a particular perspective that brings to the fore the role of shared material objects and processes and their contribution to empowerment.

During co-design, shared material objects and processes arise at the boundaries across different ‘social worlds’ (here defined loosely as the wider contexts within which the different groups of participants operate and which are governed by a set of shared practices, ideologies, norms etc). These objects may arise organically or may be created and injected by experts. There is a vast and long-standing literature about material objects (and processes) and their contribution to cooperation. The aim here is more specifically to explore the contribution of material objects and processes to empowerment.

This paper draws on existing literature on empowerment with the objective to develop a general framework for exploring empowerment in co-design. Starting from this theoretical investigation, the paper then draws on empirical observations of co-design in practice focussed on the role of shared material objects and processes as obstacles and sources of empowerment. The empirical observations build on two projects funded by the Arts & Humanities Research Council (AHRC) in UK: The ‘Scaling up co-design research and practice’ (henceforth, Scaling-up) and the ‘Unearth Hidden Assets’ projects. Both projects were specifically funded as experiments of academic-community co-designed research and had a focus on empowerment. Scaling up focussed on working with Civil Society Organisations (CSOs) to develop tools and processes to strengthen co-design practices of these organisations and grow their resilience and reach. Unearth Hidden Assets focussed on the collaborative development and use of different materials and methods to help participating community groups and organisations unearth and build on their latent capabilities. The paper is derived from shared reflections of academic and non-academic partners who took part in the projects. The ‘social worlds’ we refer to in the paper are therefore those where academics, third sector organisations, public bodies and local communities are situated. We use the term social worlds in line with Star and Griesemer (1989).

In sum, the paper exposes different nuances of empowerment in the context of co-design and the role shared material objects and processes play as sources or obstacles to empowerment. It thus contributes to the theoretical understanding and practical work of designers, design researchers and organisations engaged in co-design projects with communities.

2. Empowerment and co-design: defining types of empowerment

The systematic use and conceptual articulation of the term empowerment emerged in the 70s, in the context of social work (Solomon 1976; Berger and Neuhaus 1977) and community psychology (Rappaport 1981, 1987), out of the need to identify practical methods and theoretical perspectives on how people develop the capacity to frame and respond to their own problems and interests in a self-determined way, either on their own (i.e. self-empowerment) or with the support of others (i.e. empowerment through professional support programs). The social scientist Julian Rappaport has been instrumental in theorising the term empowerment as a ‘phenomenon of interest’ but also as a ‘world view’ for addressing complex social issues. Within this context, empowerment
has been defined as ‘the mechanism by which people, organizations, and communities gain mastery over their lives’ (Rappaport 1987, 122).

Beyond these very general definitions, the term empowerment has been given widely different, and often contradictory interpretations, as a result of different value systems and interests (Sadan 1997). In the context of co-design literature, Ertner, Kragelund, and Malmborg (2010) described five different ways in which the term empowerment is enunciated. They concluded that ‘The review of academic papers suggests that, even though often implicit, there is still a focus on empowerment in PD today’ (p 194). Despite some literature which attempts to provide more explicit interpretations of empowerment within specific contexts (e.g. Sadan 1997; Kinnula et al. 2017), and make some interesting distinctions about empowerment during and after design (Stormi 2014) or indeed criticise the very notion of empowerment (Correia and Yusop 2008), we would argue that there is a need for more systematic work on the different meanings and manifestations of empowerment that arise during co-design practices.

The primary objective of this section is to set a general framework that would differentiate between the various meanings and manifestations of empowerment in a way that would also help us explore the role and contribution of different co-design practices on empowerment. To that end, the paper follows a tradition in empowerment literature, which understands empowerment in relation to the notion of power (Riger 1993; Hardy and O’Sullivan 1998; Sadan 1997; Speer 2008). Indeed, Speer (2008, 211) claims that ‘empowerment should be understood as the process through which individuals, organizations and communities develop power and that empowerment should be explicitly linked to the development of power’.

On that basis, we look at three interrelated issues regarding the notion of empowerment: a) the loci of empowerment, b) the conditions of empowerment, and c) the different manifestations (types) of empowerment.

### 2.1. The loci of empowerment

Empowerment takes place at multiple levels (Zimmerman 2000; Sadan 1997): at a personal level of an individual’s life (individual empowerment), at a socio-political level of a group’s life (community empowerment), but also in certain cases at a professional level of human and non-human structures that instigate an empowerment process (professional empowerment). However, the different levels of empowerment are sometimes difficult to distinguish. It is particularly difficult to distinguish individual and community empowerment, as individual empowerment is often an expression or outcome of the social conditions of a community and vice versa. It is in this sense that Sadan (1997, 80) argues that ‘the advantage of the concept of empowerment lies in its integration of the level of individual analysis with the level of social and political meaning’.

Empowerment is therefore both a socio-political and a psychological concept. Indeed empowerment has been seen as an experience that takes place (and should be studied) by looking at various aspects of an individual’s or social group’s life (see Zimmerman 1995; Christens 2012): as an emotional change expressed with a self-perceived control of a situation; a cognitive change expressed with the development of knowledge and skills that are necessary for a critical understanding of a situation and capacity to act;
a *behavioural* change expressed with increased participation and engagement in action; and a *relational* change expressed with development of the ability to mobilise connections, collaborate, bridge social division and facilitate the empowerment of others.

Looking at the different elements of empowerment and how they interact with one another is therefore important to understanding the complexities of this phenomenon. This is the stance we will adopt in our exploration of the material objects and processes that mediate or hinder empowerment in co-design.

### 2.2. Conditions for empowerment (sources and obstacles to empowerment)

In an attempt to clarify the conditions necessary for empowerment, scholars looked at the different dimensions of power that enable or inhibit empowerment (Rocha 1997; Hardy and O’Sullivan 1998; Speer 2008; Gaventa and Cornwall 2008). In several studies, the key sources (or obstacles) that enable (or inhibit) empowerment have been effectively identified using a four-dimensional model of power (Hardy and O’Sullivan 1998; Gaventa and Cornwall 2008).

The first condition of empowerment is derived from the work of Dahl (1957). It assumes that power comes with the mobilisation and control of critical resources (e.g. information, education, access to expertise) that can help individuals or groups to influence decisions that concern their life. This leads to the premise that empowerment is achieved with the development of the capacity to access and control such resources.

The second condition of empowerment is largely derived from the work of Bachrach and Baratz (1970). It assumes that power comes with participation in the decision making process, that can help individuals or groups articulate their own issues and have a say in decisions. This leads to a very common premise that empowerment is achieved through participation in the decision-making process.

The third condition stems from Lukes (1974). It assumes that power is the control of the production of knowledge and meaning that can shape consciousness. This leads to the idea that empowerment comes with the development of self-awareness through participation in the production of knowledge and meaning about one’s situation.

A fourth condition stems from the work of Foucault (1977). Power is seen as inherent to all social relations and is conceptualised as a network of relations within which knowledge and meaning are produced. According to this perspective, the very notions of autonomy, self-determination and self-efficacy are challenged and instead it is argued that there is a network of social relations that determines the field of what is possible. Empowerment depends on the radical metamorphosis of the whole network of relations (Hardy and O’Sullivan 1998), or the capacity to broaden the field of one’s possibilities to act within this network (Gaventa and Cornwall 2008).

The postulated key conditions around empowerment that we found in the literature are not mutually exclusive but they provide different emphases. For instance, in the history of community architecture and participatory planning, a lot of attention has been placed on the creation of processes, materials and infrastructures (such as community technical aid centres) to help citizens participate in shaping their environment. The key premise was that empowerment comes with access to resources, including technical support, that could rebalance the power between local authorities, professionals and citizens (Wates and Knevitt 1987; Friedmann 1992). Within this context, the development
of self-awareness through participation in knowledge production was less dominant as a premise and therefore practice. In the early years of the Scandinavian tradition of participatory design, the workers’ participation was seen as an end in itself (Kinnula et al. 2017) and empowerment, although not explicitly situated within the empowerment literature, was directly linked to knowledge and skills development (e.g. Ehn 1992).

In this study, the intention is to move beyond these general premises regarding the sources (and obstacles) of empowerment to explore more specifically how material objects and processes that are developed, used and shared in co-design, could facilitate (or inhibit) empowerment.

2.3. Manifestations (types) of empowerment

There are different intended or experienced outcomes of empowerment. In this section we identify four different manifestations (or types) of empowerment, based on some essential distinctions about the nature of power discussed in the literature.

Göhler (2009) talks about the distinction between the possession of ‘power over’ others and ‘power to’, which he traces back to the work of Hanna Pitkin who wrote: ‘One may have power over another or others, and that sort of power is indeed relational (…) But he may have power to do or accomplish something all by himself, and that power is not relational at all; it may involve other people if what he has power to do is a social or political action, but it need not.’ (Pitkin 1972, 277). Practitioners and researchers (VeneKlasen and Miller 2002; Gaventa and Cornwall 2008) have further distinguished two other forms of power: ‘power with’ that is developed through collaboration, mutual support and solidarity, and ‘power within’ that is developed by self-knowledge and ability to recognise and mobilize our own assets. Based on this conceptual basis, we argue that there are four manifestations of empowerment.

The first manifestation of empowerment starts with the assumption that empowerment takes place between the powerful and the powerless; and aims to shift power dynamics and power over relations (Gaventa and Cornwall 2008). In this context, ‘the powerful’ can be those organisations, authorities or indeed experts (such as designers or researchers) that have the power to open or constrain the field of possibilities and possible actions of others. ‘The powerless’ are often seen as the oppressed, marginalized or disadvantaged. On this basis, empowerment can be seen as the production of ‘transitive power’ that instigates a flow of power from one locus to another and realigns power over relations.

The second manifestation of empowerment starts with the assumption that power is inherent in all social relations, and in that respect it takes place within a network of actors that develop the ‘power to’ act. The intellectual foundations of this view stem from the work of Foucault (1977) who argues that power frames the boundaries of possibilities that define action, not only in a negative (restrictive) sense but also in a productive way. In this context, empowerment comes with the production of ‘transformative power’ (Riger 1993; Christens 2012): a ‘power to’ as opposed to ‘power over’ type of power, linked to the capacity to act so as to fundamentally alter social, political and community contexts.

The other two manifestations of empowerment come under the same view of empowerment as the development of transformative power or power to act. The third manifestation of empowerment relates to the capacity to collaborate, connect and coordinate different resources and interests (‘power with’), while the fourth comes with the
development of self-knowledge and capacity of people or social groups to recognise and mobilise their own knowledge, skills and assets (Nelson and Wright 1995)

The premise of this paper is that all these nuances are extremely important in articulating empowerment within the context of co-design. On that basis, we propose that empowerment in the context of co-design should be seen as a complex transformative process where people and communities develop and experience various forms of power. More specifically we propose that empowerment for those engaged in co-design may come with the development of different capacities:

- Capacity to bring to the fore one’s own issues and practices and influence the design task (‘power over’)
- Capacity to make sense of one’s own matters of concern, frame design problems and develop design solutions (‘power to’)
- Capacity to connect and act in concert with others to pursue a set of objectives (‘power with’)
- Capacity to unlock and transform one’s own knowledge and resources to carry out design tasks (‘power within’)

3. Exploring empowerment by looking at the role of objects and processes that are shared and used during co-design

So far, we have looked at the literature with the objective of developing a general framework for understanding the loci, conditions and manifestations of empowerment. We posited that it is important in co-design studies to consider the multiple manifestations and loci of empowerment and look at the conditions that enable or hinder empowerment in more specific ways. To that end, we focus on the role and impact of material objects and processes that are used during co-design. Indeed, the development and use of material objects and processes, such as games, material prompts or techniques for generating ideas, often play an integral part of any co-design process, but they are not usually reflected upon in relation to empowerment.

There is a myriad of studies that focus on cooperation and the coordinating role of artefacts and processes in situations that involve participants from different backgrounds, disciplines and domains of practice (what we call here ‘social worlds’). Star and Griesemer (1989) introduced two very influential analytical concepts: boundary objects and methods standardisation. Boundary objects are defined as objects that ‘both inhabit several intersecting social worlds… and satisfy the information requirement of each of them’ (ibid pp 393) thus helping people translate and share their work. Methods standardisation refers to processes that allow diverse allies to participate concurrently in heterogeneous work. Other studies looking at the role of objects in helping coordinate collaborative work, highlight notions such as ‘prototypes’ (Subrahmanian et al. 2003), ‘ordering systems’ (Schmidt and Wagner 2005) or ‘intermediary objects’ (Boujut and Blanco 2003).

However, the focus of this study is not on cooperation per se, but on the transformative aspects of cooperation that can lead to empowerment. Carlile (2002, 2004) for example, talked about the role of boundary objects in knowledge transformation. Stevens (2013) focused more on sense making: namely, the reflective dialogue of people that help them create meaning about a certain experience, understand connections or
explain discrepancies (Stevens 2013, 134). Lee (2007) and later Pennington (2010) drew attention to the difference between ‘boundary specifying’ objects and ‘boundary negotiating’ objects that ‘push boundaries rather than merely sailing across them’ (Lee 2007, 308).

More relevant for this study is the idea that the creation and development of boundary objects is ‘an exercise of power that can be collaborative or unilateral’ (Boland and Tenkasi 1995, 362). For instance, Susan Gasson (2006) conducted an actor-network theoretic analysis of the complex power relations that arise within a co-design project in business and IT systems. She observed how certain actors mobilise their expertise and exercise, some form of ‘conceptual power’ over others, in order to influence the formation of processes, while other actors would exercise a ‘position power’ by controlling resources. This reveals the potential role of boundary objects as tools for exercising and resisting ‘power over’ relations, but also as an analytical tool for thinking about empowerment. Similarly, Fleischmann (2006) illustrated how an educational computer simulation created and used at the boundary of different social worlds (simulation designers, instructors, administrators) actively reshaped relations within and across those social worlds and ultimately influenced the overall balance of power.

Artefacts and processes that are developed at the boundaries of different social worlds therefore seem crucial to understanding how they can transform power relations, in particular how they can facilitate or hinder empowerment. Nevertheless, in the aforementioned studies, there is no intention to articulate the potential sources of empowerment that are embedded in these objects and processes, or to link these observations to a more general framework of empowerment. Although there are a number of studies that look at role of boundary objects in exercising or resisting power (e.g. Huvila 2011), and indeed the original work of Star and Griesemer (1989) sets a framework for approaching the reconciliation of power between different social worlds, the authors are not aware of studies that directly look at how such materials and processes facilitate or hinder empowerment. The intention of the paper is to contribute towards addressing this limitation.

4. The approach of the study

The analysis that follows draws on empirical observations and self-reflections of participants who engaged in co-design activities. In particular, observations are drawn from two co-design research projects, which were funded as part of an initiative to support community-academic co-produced research. Both projects approached co-design as the key process for developing a research program, but also as a key approach for co-producing knowledge and outputs. The two projects had empowerment as their purpose and used different creative methods involving material objects and activities as part of the co-design processes.

4.1. The co-design projects

The two projects were funded for eighteen months and were structured in two phases: a development phase, where the research program, processes and materials were shaped, and a delivery phase. The Scaling up project involved five academics and members of six non-academic groups: a social enterprise supporting the voluntary
sector; a network of women promoting open-source software for social innovation; a national charity supporting communities engaging in the design of the built environment; a foundation working with people with disabilities; and a social enterprise working with marginalized people in cities. The Unearth Hidden Assets project included four academics, an initiative that uses theatre in social contexts, a national charity supporting communities engaging in the design of the built environment, a local community in Tidworth UK and a local community in Stoke on Trent.

The material objects and processes discussed in the paper were used by participants as tools for progressing the co-design process (i.e. to assist with the experiential understanding and framing of issues, assist with communication and collaboration, assist with creation of project ideas etc.). They were in most cases co-created by participants although in certain cases existing materials and techniques were used and adapted for the specific context.

4.2. The research strategy

The research strategy of this study follows an abductive approach (Timmermans and Tavory 2012). During the development and delivery phases of the projects individual and group reflection sessions on the materials and processes used and their effects were carried out and recorded in various formats such as audio, flipcharts and research notes. Two years after the completion of the two projects, five academics and two non-academic partners (the authors of this paper) came together again in two additional AHRC funded workshops to review co-design practices, artefacts and materials and to synthesise observations. In preparation for the workshops, all participants looked individually at the data that was collected from the different projects, which included outputs, feedback from participants and reflection notes from the researchers involved. These post-analyses and co-reflections had the objective of bringing together our observations and identifying a set of obstacles and plausible sources of empowerment brought to the fore through the material objects and processes used. The intention was not to generate generalised ‘true’ statements about the sources and obstacles to empowerment, but to start constructing a theoretical understanding based on observations of the effects of the objects and processes used (Zamenopoulos and Alexiou 2018). This led to the formulation of a framework, which matches a set of obstacles and sources for empowerment against different manifestations (types) of empowerment.

The very process of developing materials/processes and reflecting on their effects, supported the theoretical articulation of empowerment, while at the same time, the development of this theoretical articulation (e.g. on the loci, condition and manifestations of empowerment) also supported subsequent post reflections.

5. Types, obstacles and sources of empowerment

To present the findings of our investigation, we start with a description of each type of empowerment identified in practice from co-design participants and then discuss obstacles identified by participants, with the corresponding source (or mechanism) that helped surmount it.
5.1. Type 1 empowerment: development of the capacity to bring to the fore one’s own issues and practices and influence the design task (power over)

A first type of empowerment was identified in situations when participants, across the different social worlds (community organisations, communities but also researchers), declared in feedback sessions that they were able to bring to the fore, and share with others, practices, issues, ideas and views that matter for them, and that their interventions had a role on shaping the co-design process and outcome. Participants described this form of empowerment as a behavioural change, that is as a change in the way they interacted with others and were able to speak out and be heard. This was linked to an emotional change, typically with the development of a feeling of ‘trust’ and ‘openness’.

5.1.1. Hidden boundaries

A key obstacle to this form of empowerment was the untold or hidden boundaries set by different social worlds that come together. These boundaries are formed by the norms and practices, principles and values, as well as the priorities and key concerns, of the different social worlds.

For instance, in self-reflection sections that were organised at the beginning of the Scaling Up project, all different participants expressed, to various degrees, some hesitation or concerns about cooperation. Directors of third sector organisations talked about the ‘diversity of interests’ that this project was trying to bring together, but also uncertainties about the ‘returns’ of spending time and resources on this research. There were also concerns about the voices and needs of different community groups (homeless groups, people with mental health issues, people that struggle to live independently, women in technology, local schools) within the networks of these organisations. The academics were less concerned about cooperation, but more about the meaning of research in this context and in some cases had doubts about the possibility of co-designed research.

The untold or hidden priorities and concerns, values and norms of diverse practices tended to create an environment in which participants had to defend their boundaries without clarity of what is important to them in the situation and how different elements relate to one another. In some cases, some participants felt that people exercised ‘power over’ others, using their knowledge, resources and authority to drive a cooperative practice towards a certain direction. These practices can disengage and ultimately disempower some participants.

A key source to deal with this obstacle was identified as the development of objects and processes that represent and/or facilitate the formation of non-hierarchical rules of participation. This was realised by objects and processes that provide time, resources and personal space to each individual within and across social groups to actively reflect and express their own ideas and knowledge. These objects and processes worked to essentially challenge homogeneity within social groups, but also existing assumptions about authority of certain social groups over others. This type of dissipation of boundaries does not come without challenges. It is important to note that certain social worlds may (and have been recorded to) perceive these processes as disempowering because they threaten or
undermine their authority and their control over areas of their expertise. A different, more positive, response was achieved by defining cooperation as an output of the process rather than the starting point. This means that individuals and social worlds were given the authority to see themselves as possible collaborators and define their own conditions. This was widely perceived as a source of empowerment as participants felt that they had the opportunity to self-determine the ‘niche’ of cooperative action that satisfied their concerns and values without the need for an overarching consensus. More specifically, in the Scaling Up project, all academic and non-academic partners of the project developed shared co-design processes in the first phase of the project, with the intention of allowing different, and sometimes conflicting, interests and agendas to be fulfilled within a shared economy. This process, which we refer to as ‘cross-pollination’, can be summarised in the following stages: a) Sharing: Participants identify live or emerging projects in their work together with associated principles of success, values, assets or resources that are important for these projects b) Connecting: Participants capture connections between their existing projects and complementary expertise to create project networks c) Framing: participants specify new projects that combine existing projects and assets d) Cascading: participants nominate champions who take the responsibility to cascade the project to the wider network for further development. In later stages of the project, the process was formalized and shared with other participants outside the core team (Figure 1).

The key characteristic of the materials and process used was that they were designed to give to participants the time, space and resources to express their norms, values and practices and to discover how these relate to others. All participants felt that they had an equal say in defining research questions and methods (a task traditionally dominated by researchers), but also an equal status in defining social action projects (a task typically shaped by social change organisations). The process naturally created sub networks that connected different social worlds and their resources around a number of local projects.

Figure 1. Cross-pollination materials.
5.2. Type 2 empowerment: development of the capacity to make sense of one’s own matters of concern, frame design problems and develop design solutions (power to)

A second type of empowerment was identified in situations where participants, across the different social groups, were able to engage in self-defined design tasks, by framing and making sense of their own situation and by carrying out design activities in response to this situation. Participants declared this sense of empowerment as a *behavioural* change: that is, as a new way of thinking, doing and working with others that helped them understand and confidently engage in co-design practices, but also use and further develop co-design practices in their own context (beyond the specific project). Their declarations had also a strong *cognitive* and *emotional* component, expressed as a change of perceptions about what is possible (which was previously seen as impossible), or an increased desire and confidence to do things differently and engage in co-design.

5.2.1. Lack of multi-modal expression

A key *obstacle* to the development of the power to cooperatively frame and carry out design tasks was the difficulty to accommodate and connect different ways of expression and ultimately knowing (Heron and Reason 1997). Different people and social worlds that engage in the process bring in with them different ways of knowing and cultures. In practice it was observed that those different working practices, language and ways of developing knowledge created conflicts. For instance, the language of academic researchers was often perceived as ‘too academic’, while similarly some of the expressions and terms used by non-academics were perceived by academics as ‘fluffy’. Similarly, defining the parameters of joint research action had different participants pulling in different directions (with some participants focussing on the ‘research’ and others on the ‘action’ part of the equation).

A plausible *source* to deal with this obstacle is the formation of shared objects and processes that enable multiple ways of expressing ideas and knowledge and ultimately provide the space and time for participants to discover connections as well as conflicts between different ways of thinking and knowing. To a great extent, this refers to objects/processes that encourage or simply permit multi-modal communication within and across different social worlds by making, enacting and telling (Sanders and Stappers 2014). Pictures of Health is one of the subprojects that emerged at the *Unearth Hidden Assets* project. Pictures of Health brought together an academic partner, a health based organisation, a local theatre and members of the local community. This sub-project focused on engaging local people in a dialogue about health in the community and healthcare provision in Stoke on Trent. More specifically, it aimed to co-design objects and processes that could be used to support a local cross-sector dialogue around health in the area. Pictures of Health used a process developed by New Vic Borderlines based on the principles of Cultural Animation (CA). CA is a methodology of community engagement and knowledge co-production, located within the broader field of creative methods (Goulding, Kelemen, and Kiyomiya 2017), and includes an array of visual, performative and experiential techniques (Barone and Eisner 1997). Similar to the cross-pollination approach, CA aims to create a space, away from existing hierarchies, by giving equal status to academic expertise, practical skills, common-sense intelligence and the relevance of day-to-day experiences. In Pictures of Health, participants were encouraged to co-create objects in order to express individual and collective ideas through different ways
of expression: physical installations, pictures, enactment or performances, and text (such as poems). For instance, in the first workshop, mixed groups of participants (community members, NHS practitioners and academics) created art installations using ordinary objects to construct representations of communities that have great health. One group created (out of colourful ribbons, buttons and empty frames) a ‘messy community which is close knit, having lots of fun together, which is always changing and is open to new members and ideas’ (see Figure 2(a)). Another group created (out of cardboard, empty packs, tape and straws) a more orderly community which also had great health. ‘You can see terraced houses, allotments, bike paths, a community centre and free parking’ (see Figure 2(b)). But they also created a poem:

You see here the river, the open green spaces, other people who speak to you
You hear children playing, people talking, the sound of water, the noise of industry
You feel good and safe
People grow their food, they go to work, play, cycle, are active
You smell cut grass, herbs and flowers from the allotments, water, food being cooked.

These are examples of alternative ways of expressing ideas, which were used by participants to in order to break the boundaries and stereotypes that come with their professional background or their identity as a NHS practitioner, a community member or academic. Some participants thought that this diversity and multi-modal way of expression enabled a multiplicity of interpretations or meanings to emerge, which in turn was an important step for developing views about the key issues that matter for them and frame issues and possible solutions around healthy communities.

5.3. Type 3 empowerment: development of the capacity to connect and act in concert with others (power with)

A third type of empowerment was identified as the capacity of the participants to shape their relations and partnerships and ultimately develop their organisational capacity to act in concert with one another. This type of empowerment appeared as a relational
change when people within the co-design projects declared or demonstrated that they developed the capacity to mobilise connections, collaborate, bridge social divisions and facilitate the empowerment of others.

5.3.1. Socio-political isolation

One of the key obstacles to this form of empowerment is the social and political isolation of people and social groups. Isolation is often created because of reduced infrastructures, such as for instance reduced public spaces or initiatives that bring together different communities, as well as suppressed skills and cultures that encourage cooperation (Sennett 2012). This means that the different norms and practices of people and social worlds, their principles and values, their priorities and key concerns, are situated in separate silos and they are not visible, accessible and/or connected to others. This environment of isolation and lack of opportunity to encounter and interact with different social worlds and practices was debated at length in the Scaling Up project and ultimately taken up as a challenge.

The source for responding to this obstacle was identified as the formation of processes and materials that help social worlds grow their socio-political networks and create connections that can be turned into partnerships. In Scaling Up the key principle and mechanism for addressing the aforementioned disempowering environment for organisations and communities was the formation of multiple (co-design) projects through ‘cross-pollinating’ existing local ideas and socio-political networks as discussed previously. More specifically, a key source to empowerment was the opportunity to frame projects that are rooted in local/individual needs and practices, but also transcend existing socio-political networks to reach wider networks. Figure 3 on the left shows the network of Scaling Up partners just after the first cross-pollination workshop, and on the right shows the network 12 months later following a sequence of cross-
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*Figure 3.* Left: The Scaling up network after the first cross-pollination workshop. Right: The network 12 months after the first cross-pollination workshop. Blue nodes are CSOs connected to the original project, red are universities, pink are communities, green are community projects, and grey are organisations, companies or communities that had no connection with the research project but contributed to the emerging community projects.
pollination events during that year. Blue nodes represent the 6 CSOs that were partners of the original project, red nodes the universitites, pink nodes represent local communities or communities of interest, grey represent organisations or private industries that emerged from cross pollination workshops (but were not connected with the original research project) and green nodes represent the projects that emerged from cross-pollination workshops and got some funding or support. It is worth noting that the networks cover organisations, industries and people that were in ‘two steps’ distance from the core research partners (so the network includes collaborations that were independent from the research project but had a direct link with either the cross-pollination project or a project partner).

This helps show how the cross-pollination process empowered different groups to grow and widen their network of connections, as well as the number of collaborations they were able to carry out (see number of projects in green).

5.4. Type 4 empowerment: development of capacity to unlock and transform one’s own knowledge and resources to carry out design tasks (power within)

A fourth type of empowerment was identified when participants were able to unlock and mobilise knowledge and resources that they had access to in order to define actions and carry out design tasks. This type of empowerment was observed as a behavioural and relational change when participants started recognising the value of their skills and existing resources (e.g. spaces, connections with other communities), and strived to better connect and mobilise them to shape their action. We frame this type of empowerment as the development of the capacity to unlock and reconfigure existing assets and connections between them in ways that enable action.

5.4.1. Lack of self-awareness

One of the key obstacles for this type of empowerment is the difficulty of participants to define their very own social world. The key challenge is that although people may share the same interests, values, norms or practices, they don’t necessarily share an understanding of how these elements are connected in order to form one or multiple social worlds. In this sense, it is very difficult to develop a shared awareness and consciousness of the constitution of a community or social world, and as a result it is very difficult to mobilise the power (skills, knowledge and resources) that comes from within.

A key source of empowerment is the development of processes and material objects that allow social groups to reflect, represent and mobilise the underlying structures and assets that bring people together, including their skills, values, practices, connections to others and resources. In the Unearth Hidden Assets project the authors were engaged in a sub-project with a local council and a local group of young parents. The majority of these parents were the wives of army employees, although there were also some local civilian parents. Based in a garrison town, these young parents were generally far away from their wider family and social networks, and even local networks were very transient as families became relocated to new posts quite regularly. As a result, the community was characterized by weak social structures and weak connections with the place. Despite this, the community group operated quite successfully on the basis of
a very small number of volunteers (around 10 women) that organized pre-school activities (for 0–5 year olds) and some activities for older children. Building on some success locally, the group had ambitions to lead the creation of a new permanent soft play facility in the area. However, at that time, the group found it difficult to put together a comprehensive action plan to move their project forward and address issues around social isolation, engagement of the wider community and to create opportunities for skills development. A breakthrough in this collaboration was an exercise where the community looked at and mapped their assets – including their skills, their everyday practises, available public spaces in the village, connections with other organisations, access and use of media etc. (Figure 4).

The assets were organised according to their dependencies, but also according to their potential to be mobilised with or without support. This process created some ‘islands’ of assets that were the ingredients of existing or new ideas for action. One key idea was that to develop a pop-up soft play facility within a local community centre that the group had strong connections with. This activity was approached as a way of creating a social space for parents to meet and socialise while their children were playing, but also as a way of developing new skills and models of action that could be transferred to other places. Indeed, the idea was developed and prototyped reaching 276 children and 158 parents within half day.

The idea of a soft play facility had its origins within the existing practices of the group. Their empowerment was seen, by the group itself, as an outcome of a process of reframing and mobilising their own skills, practices and resources in ways that allowed them to realise their ideas and to build local interest and support – despite the limitations that were imposed by others in their context.

The asset mapping process and the associated materials used (the map and the objects representing the group’s assets) allowed a ‘resonance’ between individuals and their community: namely individuals became more visible within their social context and the social

Figure 4. Asset mapping exercise.
context more visible to them. The group used the resulting asset map strategically: as their perceptions or interpretations about the underlying structures of ideas were changing, so was the map. The idea to prototype a pop-up soft play facility was progressively shaped by connecting assets such as existing play activities with young children, management skills of some volunteers, access to a local community centre, and access to design expertise through external organisations. Different social worlds (such as the academic and non-academic partners of the Unearth Hidden Assets project as well as the local council) did contribute to the formation of the map, but the map was essentially a representation of assets and relations that could be accessed and mobilised from within the boundaries of the local community, therefore unearthing and enhancing their ‘power within’.

6. Summary and discussion

This paper teased out a general framework for thinking about empowerment by looking at the loci, conditions and manifestations of empowerment. The objective was to identify gaps in the relation between empowerment and co-design research and create a framework for examining the role of shared materials objects and processes in empowerment. Self-reflections by academic and non-academic participants of two co-design research projects regarding the transformative role of shared material objects and processes led to the identification of obstacles and sources of empowerment, associated with a number of different manifestations (or types) of empowerment as summarised in Table 1 below:

One overarching observation was that the different expressions of empowerment discussed in this paper, are not necessarily independent. In particular, it was observed that ‘power over’ transformations were often embedded within other types of empowerment (particularly ‘power to’ and ‘power with’ types of empowerment). This observation resonates with Riger’s (1993) analysis, which claimed that because ‘power over’ transformations are intrinsically political, they are also fundamental and pervasive across different expressions of empowerment. Most materials and processes that were developed during these two projects were introduced with the objective to shift, dissipate or unearth these power differences among social worlds (academics, practitioners, communities), because this was considered as an important step in trying to support the development of the power to engage in a design task.

Some participants (researchers and practitioners) brought experience on co-design and had a perceived ‘authority’ and knowledge on developing material objects and process that could instigate co-design processes. This co-design expertise and authority was an obstacle, as discussed above, when it was hidden or inaccessible to others. But it was also paradoxically a possible source for empowerment when it became part of capacity development for others. Indeed, some participants talked about engaging in the development of the discussed materials and processes with ‘co-design experts’ as a learning experience that built their capacity to apply this knowledge in their new context. For instance, one of the participants from a small social change organisation that participated in the Scaling up project claimed that her empowerment was about ‘learning with and from people with experience in co-design’ and this learning was instrumental for helping her co-develop and secure funding for a very large project in collaboration with a local council and a housing association that reached thousands of elderly people.
Table 1. Summary of different manifestations (types) of empowerment together with observed obstacles and associated sources of empowerment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manifestations (types) of empowerment</th>
<th>Conditions of empowerment</th>
<th>Sources for empowerment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Capacity to bring to the fore one's own issues and practices and influence the design task (power over) | Hidden Boundaries  
Obstacle is the untold or hidden boundaries of different social worlds that create 'power over' dynamics | a) Material objects and processes that provide the means for each individual within and across social groups to actively reflect and share their own boundaries (ways of working, values, priorities and concerns)  
b) Material objects and processes that approach cooperation as a possible output rather than a starting point | Material objects and processes that provide multi-modal communication within and across different social worlds by making, enacting and telling |
| Capacity to make sense of one's own matters of concern, frame design problems and develop design solutions (power to) | Lack of multi-modal expression  
Obstacle is the lack of opportunities to accommodate different ways of expression and knowing | |
| Capacity to act in concert with others (power with) | Socio-political isolation  
Obstacle is the social and political isolation and socio-political environments that lack the infrastructures (e.g. public spaces, events) and the culture (i.e. the norms, processes and practices) to encourage cooperative action | Material objects and processes that help social worlds grow their socio-political networks and create connections that can be turned into partnerships |
| Capacity to unearth and mobilise existing assets (power within) | Lack of self-awareness  
Obstacle is the difficulty for individuals and social groups to share an understanding of how interests, practices, values and resources are connected | Material objects and processes that allow social groups to reflect, represent and mobilise the underlying structures and assets that bring people together, including their skills, values, practices, connections to others and resources. |
Of course all these conclusions about the sources and obstacles of empowerment are compounded by the individual characteristics of the two co-design projects. However, the study did not aim to inductively generate universal truths about the types, obstacles and sources of empowerment. The aim was to explore and demonstrate the existence of a range of different manifestations of empowerment and their associated sources and obstacles. We hope that this paper can help us, as researchers, designers, communities and organisations, to develop practices that encourage the nuanced development of different manifestations of empowerment (power to, power with and power within) and remove some of the existing barriers to empowerment.
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